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Many complex problems, such as financial investment planning, involve many different components or sub-tasks, each of which requires different types of processing. To solve such complex problems, a great diversity of intelligent techniques, including traditional hard computing techniques (e.g., expert systems) and soft computing techniques (e.g., fuzzy logic, neural networks, and genetic algorithms), are required. These techniques are complementary rather than competitive, and thus must be used in combination and not exclusively. This results in systems called hybrid intelligent systems. In other words, hybrid solutions are crucial for complex problem solving and decision-making. However, the design and development of hybrid intelligent systems is difficult because they have a large number of parts or components that have many interactions. Existing software development techniques cannot manage these complex interactions efficiently as these interactions may occur at unpredictable times, for unpredictable reasons, and between unpredictable components.

Solving complex problems in real-world contexts, such as financial investment planning or mining large data collections, involves many different sub-tasks, each of which requires different techniques. To deal with such problems, a great diversity of intelligent techniques are available, including traditional techniques like expert systems approaches and soft computing techniques like fuzzy logic, neural networks, or genetic algorithms. These techniques are complementary approaches to intelligent information processing rather than competing ones, and thus better results in problem solving are achieved when these techniques are combined in hybrid intelligent systems. Multi-Agent Systems are ideally suited to model the manifold interactions among the many different components of hybrid intelligent systems.

This book introduces agent-based hybrid intelligent systems and presents a framework and methodology allowing for the development of such systems for real-world applications. The authors focus on applications in financial investment planning and data mining.
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2007: The Complete Reference (Complete Reference Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Exchange Server 2007 is a large and complex piece of software—actually many pieces—with many features and capabilities. More than four years in the making, Exchange 2007 (and more recently Exchange 2007 Service Pack 1) represents an entirely new breed of Exchange Server. Exchange 2007 is not simply e-mail. It’s many forms of...
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IT Compliance and Controls: Best Practices for ImplementationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Praise for IT Compliance and Controls
"James DeLuccia outlines a comprehensive, integrated strategy for achieving regulatory and legislative compliance. This approach is vastly superior, both in scalability and in sustainability, to the siloed compliance strategies that are often seen." 
      —Dr. Richard Reiner, founder,...
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Writing for Science and Engineering, Second Edition: Papers, Presentations and Reports (Elsevier Insights)Elsevier Limited, 2012

	Learning how to write clearly and concisely is an integral part of furthering your research career; however, doing so is not always easy. In this second edition, fully updated and revised, Dr. Silyn-Roberts explains in plain English the steps to writing abstracts, theses, journal papers, funding bids, literature reviews, and more. The book...
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Mastering Microsoft Windows 7 AdministrationSybex, 2010

	A comprehensive guide for IT administrators deploying Windows 7


	Using a task-focused approach and clear, no-nonsense instructions, this book delivers all the information you'll need to deploy and manage Windows 7 efficiently and securely. Learn how to install, configure, run, and troubleshoot Windows 7; explore advanced...
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Differential Diagnosis in Orthopaedic OncologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		This volume presents both the radiologist's and the pathologist's approach to differential diagnosis of musculoskeletal tumors and tumor-like lesions and details the radiologic and histopathologic features helpful in confirming a diagnosis. The book is illustrated with over 1,200 radiographs, CT and MR images, full-color...
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Internet and Intranet Security Management: Risks and SolutionsIGI Global, 2000
In the last 12 years we have observed amazing growth of electronic communication. From typical local networks through country-wide systems and business-based distributed processing, we have witnessed widespread implementation of computer-controlled transmissions encompassing almost every aspect of our business and private lives.
Internet and...
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